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AWARD-WINNING
# With over 70 million 

members and counting, 
Wyndham Rewards 
named one of the “best” 
hotel rewards programs 
3 years in a row2

SCALE
# Impressive scale and 

purchasing power of 
the world’s largest hotel 
franchise company1 
combined with Dolce 
logistical expertise, 
technology, and facilities

SMARTER
# Sabre’s leading Central 

Reservations platform 
provides access to 
unmatched global 
distribution capabilities 
to over 400 online 
channels worldwide

INNOVATIVE
# Dolce delivers a 

distinctive take on the 
art of hospitality and 
earns its reputation for 
reinventing the meeting 
experience
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Combined with the Wyndham name, and the quality of a purely managed brand, Dolce Hotels & Resorts is a strong proposition for owners

AMENITIES (typical)

• Advanced meeting 
& conference facilities

• Sophisticated F&B
• Superior technology

ROOMS

200–600

CATEGORY

Upper-Upscale

GUESTS

Cultivated group, business  
& leisure travelers

GEOGRAPHY

Global

LOCATION

Urban  
& Resort

TYPE

New Construction  
& Conversion

INSPIRATION With diverse locations in North 
America and Europe, Dolce has become an industry 
leader in the Groups and Meeting market segment

CREATIVE Dolce pioneered the Complete Meetings 
Package (CMP), a concept designed to address the key 
elements planners need for a successful meeting

SHARED Dolce’s strong affinity with both 
corporate and leisure clients is bolstered by its 
advanced meeting and conference facilities, 
sophisticated take on F&B and superior technology

Dolce Hotels & Resorts by Wyndham is known for its events expertise, a leader in groups and meetings. Our 

hotels offer artful design and award-winning technology to business and leisure travelers looking for inspiring 

experiences. With a powerful set of best-in-class tools Dolce delivers strong growth to owners. 

— MARK KUKULSKI | President, Managed Hotels | mark.kukulski@wyndham.com

A successful  
point of view


